In Austria and Germany, one of the more recent political shifts has been a swing towards the extreme right (AfD, 'Identitäre'), accompanied by a change in what is seen as acceptable in language. Right-wing movements have come more into the open, straddling the fence around what is forbidden under Austrian and German law. Symbols forbidden by laws designed to prevent a reproduction of NSDAP institutions and ideology can regularly be seen in public spaces. This paper presents an initiative triggered by one of these open representations of Nazi ideology in November 2016, when two men flew a children's kite in Salzburg city-centre. The kite was decorated with 4 different Nazi symbols. Using Instagram, the initiative maps such symbols collected by the public and extracts location information for representation in ArcGIS-Online. We show how this initiative can contribute to the formation of the political subject and discuss teaching methods, the technical development of the project, and initial results.
Introduction
It was early November 2016, and two young men were about to fly a kite at the Müllner Steg in Salzburg, a central location where such an activity cannot typically be enjoyed. Even more unusual were the national-socialist symbols which covered the kite itself ( Figure 1 ). Observing the situation, pedestrians alerted the local police, who intervened based on the Prohibition Act and the Insignia Act (derStandard 2016). This display was the catalyst for the initiative '#notmysymbol' against such right-wing symbols and expressions of extreme ideology in public spaces. The initiative, launched by the authors and presented here, intends not only to engage with countering right-wing extremism but also to contribute to the formation of the political subject through a collaborative mapping approach.
During the initial stages of the project we faced several questions, which can be divided into two topic areas. The first questions related to pedagogics of geography: how to effectively raise public awareness of a right-wing extremist production of space, and how we might teach and apply critical spatial thinking in relation to civic engagement. The second topic area referred to technical approaches, including how to collaboratively acquire data and how to visualize it using Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Here, we present our answers to these questions and our initial results, and offer thoughts on possibilities for further research to expand our initiative. As a basis for this, we start with a discussion of the theoretical framework while highlighting concepts of right-wing extremism and the (regional) legal context.
Right-Wing Extremism: Concepts, Controversies and Perspectives
The subject of right-wing extremism, as well as garnering significant media coverage, is also present to a considerable extent in the academic literature of various disciples: 1 attempts are being made to observe this phenomenon from different perspectives, which is why discussion may also be accompanied by controversies. This section provides an insight into the debate and a reflection on the positioning of the #notmysymbol initiative within these discourses. Therefore, two important positions are contrasted: 'extremism theory', and the approach that considers right-wing extremism as a 'syndrome phenomenon'.
Extremism Theory
A very prominent theoretical framework to understand right-wing extremism is that of extremism theorists such as Backes & Jesse (1993) or Pfahl-Traughber (2013) and applied, for example, by the German Ministry of Constitutional Protection and the Interior (see BMI, 2016, pp. 25ff) . In essence, the representatives of extremism theory oppose 'extremists' who refuse the 'values and rules of the game' of a constitutional democracy, and 'democrats' (see Backes & Jesse, 1993, p. 40) . 'Extremism' thus encompasses phenomena such as 'right-wing extremism', 'left-wing extremism', 'Islamism', 'Eco-terrorism' and 'radical feminism' (Jesse, 2004, p. 7) .
Despite its widespread use, the theory of extremism has been widely criticized. It is considered to be empirically untenable. This can be attributed to some attitudinal studies showing that anti-democratic, racist and anti-semitic views can also be found in the 'social centre'. 2 In defence of the theory of extremism, however, it can be said that the 'social centre' is necessarily a place where democracy and human rights are not threatened (Virchow et al., 2016) . Furthermore, completely opposite phenomena such as 'right-wing' and 'leftwing extremism' would be subsumed and thus tendentially equated (see Glaser, 2012) . In this case, not only would the 'social centre' be difficult to measure with shifts in the electorate, but all those political agendas going beyond current social conditions would be delegitimized at the same time (Weidinger, 2014, pp. 72ff) . Above all, the theory of extremism could hardly contribute to an understanding of the phenomenon dealt with: it would merely describe it relationally with reference to what is considered the 'political centre' (Jaschke, 1991, p. 53) . Pfahl-Traughber (2013, p. 48 ) recognizes this criticism and calls for further development, the need for which is still pending after more than 20 years (see PfahlTraughber 2013, pp. 17ff).
Right-Wing Extremism as a 'Syndrome Phenomenon'
3 Despite the dominance of the theory of extremism, those concerned parties to whom this approach is not particularly familiar keep insisting on the concept of 'right-wing extremism', trying to define the phenomenon based on its characteristics. Austrian contributors to research (e.g. Schiedel, 2014) base themselves on the conceptual understanding of Holzer (1994) (see Weidinger, 2014). 4 According to Holzer (1994) , right-wing extremism is a 'syndrome phenomenon', understood as a bundle of inter-connected features (see Schiedel, 2014, p. 117) , including:
 the principle of nature / naturalness / naturalization, which dismisses everything unwanted as 'unnatural'. In addition, social and global inequalities and their associated hierarchies are also legitimated by this principle (Holzer, 1994 pp. 34ff ).  'Volk und Volksgemeinschaft' ('people and the people's community'), which attribute social groups with unchanging character traits, some of which are even super-ordinated to the individual (Holzer, 1994, pp. 35ff ). Thus, pseudo-significance is gained by an individual through his or her obligation towards 'the totality of the people' (Bailer-Galanda, unknown year). It may be noted that these totalities are also linked to naturalized absolute spaces.  Ethnocentrism and ethnopluralism: with this concept, a desire for a 'world-wide system of apartness' is expressed following the motto 'Germany to the Germans, Turkey to the Turks …'. This principle features the same integration and exclusionary functions as racism in the 1930s (see Holzer, 1994, p. 39 ; BailerGalanda, unknown year)  Scapegoat function: groups such as 'strangers', but also academics or politicians within established parties, are blamed for misdeeds. This function becomes particularly important when some economically justified fears are projected onto enemy groups, allowing conspiracy theories to take the place of rational analyses (see Holzer, 1994, p. 53 ; Bailer-Galanda, unknown year).  'Nationalizing historiography': born from the view that the 'German people' would be superior, there is a tension between guilt about and glorification of the crimes committed in the name of this 'people' under the Nazi regime. The tension can be relieved through the trivialization or denial of these violent crimes (see Holzer, 1994, p. 55 ; Bailer-Galanda unknown year).
In summary, there are many counter-arguments to those of the theory of extremism -that is, the idea of a clearly definable 'right edge' on the one hand, and an idealized 'democratic centre' on the other. Last but not least, one might all too easily overlook the 'correspondences between the discourses of the extreme right and those of the political middle' (Virchow et al., 2016, p. 26) .
The definition by Holzer also reveals that on the right-hand edge, spatially argued othering processes are strongly promoted. At the same time and in line with Lefebvre (1993) and Paasi (1986) , the question may also be raised as to how the corresponding social groups symbolize their regionalization in public space. Flying a painted kite or painting the walls with explicit symbols cannot be anything but that, even though many of these social markers have now been moved to a virtual space. 5 For reasons of operationalization, the #notmysymbol initiative is based on legal texts in the 'Aufruf' (Call) 6 and refers to 'prohibited national socialist symbols'. Although its conception is derived from the theory of extremism, in creating the title '#notmysymbol' the most open formulation possible was chosen in order to invite discussion and reflection on one's own political conception of 'right-wing extremism'.
Legal Basis
In Austria, 7 the legal basis of the initiative is provided by two Acts: the Prohibition Act of 1947, as amended, and the Insignia Act of 1960, as amended. The Prohibition Act extensively regulates the treatment of individuals directly involved in the national socialist rule after World War II. This part of the legislation is largely irrelevant for our project. However, §1 and §3 of the Prohibition Act refer to bans and ranges of punishment which are relevant to the #notmysymbol project, namely the regulations dealing with the restoration of the NSDAP or its sub-organizations:
The NSDAP, its paramilitary groups (SS, SA, NSKK, NSFK), its subgroups and affiliated associations, as well as all National Socialist organizations and institutions in general have been dissolved and their re-establishment is forbidden.
( §1 Prohibition Act)
Anyone using printed works, radio or any other media to deny, grossly degrade, welcome, or justify publicly in a way accessible to many people the national socialist genocide or other national socialist crimes against humanity [will be punished with imprisonment of up to ten years, or up to 20 years for a particularly dangerous perpetrator .
..]. ( §3h Prohibition Act)
This provision includes the spread of national socialist symbols in public spaces. However, many court proceedings and sentences do not necessarily follow the Prohibition Act, but rather the related Insignia Act of 1960:
(1) Insignia, uniforms or parts of uniforms belonging to an organization prohibited in Austria are not allowed to be worn, displayed or disseminated in public. Emblems, symbols and markings shall also be considered as insignia. (2) Because of their similarity or their obvious purpose, the prohibition stipulated in paragraph 1 also applies to insignia, uniforms and parts of uniforms used as substitutes for the badges, uniforms or parts of uniforms mentioned in paragraph 1.
( §1 Insignia Act, own translation) Thus, §2 also allows for the detection of symbols to, in clear intent, 'artistically' alienate them. §2 of the Insignia Act regulates the exceptions related to representations, and exhibitions in which the insignia mentioned are not at the centre of the representation. It states:
(2) The prohibitions stipulated in §1 do not apply to other exhibitions if the exhibition and its purpose are clearly directed against the ideas of the relevant prohibited organization.
( §2 (2) Insignia Act, own translation) This is precisely the stipulation that allows for the documentation of national socialist symbols in public spaces. In the case of #notmysymbol, the 'exhibition' can be considered virtual by virtue of the fact that the image databases are in the cloud; each individual image is documented with the #notmysymbol hashtag and a reference to a website (www.bit.ly/notmysymbol) which is clearly directed against national socialist ideas.
Pedagogical foundation and initiating #notmysymbol
The launch of the #notmysymbol initiative took place during the 'Introduction to geography and economics education' course at the University of Salzburg in 2016. After an introduction to the initiative, students were given two tasks:
1. The students had to search the city for right-wing extremist symbols and document them via smartphone using Instagram and the hashtag #notmysymbol, with positioning services enabled in order also to document the location of the symbols found.
2. The students were presented with questions to provoke the expression of critical views concerning the project, of any problems encountered, or relating to the mapping strategies and potential interpretations of the symbols collected.
The theoretical framework for this initiative is rooted in three concepts of geography education and tries to answer questions such as how to visualize right-wing extremist production of space; how to raise public awareness; and how to teach and practise critical spatial thinking in relation to civic engagement in order to foster the formation of the political subject. The concepts 'Spatial Citizenship Education' (Gryl & Jekel 2012 ) and 'Activist Citizenship Education' (Gordon, Mitchell & Elwood 2016) provide an initial approach to these questions and therefore serve as the pedagogical basis for #notmysymbol. They emphasize the potential of GIS-based collaborative mapping processes to impart social concepts of space. One of these concepts goes back to Lefebvre (1993) , who basically says that a social reality which does not correspond to a spatial reality will not endure (see Werlen, 2008, p. 63) .
During the collaborative mapping process, the students applied Lefebvre's (1993) concept of the production of space: via critical spatial thinking they identified 'spaces of representation' while searching for right-wing extremist productions of space in the city of Salzburg. The students were quite often surprised by the diversity of the symbols, or 'spaces of representation', which they found, as the following comment shows:
I was quite impressed by the diversity of impressions I faced on my daily way to the university. I found graffiti, which were hardly decodable, and stickers of bands and football teams with political statements.
(comment of a student, female; own translation)
But Spatial Citizenship Education (Gryl & Jekel, 2012) and Activist Citizenship Education (Gordon, Mitchell & Elwood, 2016) try to go beyond a simple collaborative mapping exercise by encouraging critical spatial thinking. Therefore, the mapping process needs to be complemented by reflexivity (Gryl & Jekel, 2012; Gordon, Mitchell & Elwood, 2016) .
One concept that can help to encourage reflexivity is the 'paradigm of traces' of Gerhard Hard (1995) . He claims that a subject matter should be interpreted or read as a trace of or as evidence for something else (Hard, 1995, p. 33 ) -in our case, a piece of graffiti as a 'space of representation ' (Lefebvre, 1993) for political ideas. Beyond that, Hard (1995) shows how the interpretation of 'traces' is a process of de-and reconstruction. 8 An example of this process could be the interpretation of the images in Figures 2 and 3. In both images we see a swastika, but in Figure 3 the swastika is changed so that it looks like a symbol drawn by anarchists, who, in general, mobilize against right-wing extremist ideology and symbols. The intentions of the two symbols may be completely opposite to each other, but without knowing the original intention, all we can do is interpret the images as 'traces'. It is important to search for at least one other hypothesis and look for evidence supporting all hypotheses (Hard, 1995, p. 62; Kanwischer, 2015) .
The process of reflexivity is quite demanding. We can see this in several comments from students. In several cases, they were insecure about whether a symbol was created with the intention of a right-wing extremist production of space or as a protest against it, for example:
I found a devil, who was performing a Hitler salute, which is definitely a matter of the Prohibition Act. I also found writings which displayed the word 'Nazi'. I wasn't quite sure whether the word was already forbidden, so I researched the prohibited national socialist symbols.
(comment of a student, male; own translation) Gordon, Mitchell & Elwood (2016) have shown that critical spatial thinking can even foster civic engagement. An initial indication of this can be found in the following comment, where a student claims to have become more sensitized to right-wing extremist symbols in public space:
It was quite a positive experience for me. The process of searching for such symbols broadened my horizon and I think that I will now walk the city with eyes open. If I find national-socialist symbols in the future, I will definitely report them to the authorities.
(comment of a student, male; own translation)
Linking pedagogical foundation and technical implementation
The following points formed the basis of the implementation.
(1) The inquiry to identify existing symbols with photos should be based on crowdsourcing principles and therefore allow open, participatory collaboration. (2) The photos collected should be georeferenced to enable a cartographic visualization of all identified items. (3) Due to the sensitive nature of the topic, storage of the illegal symbols on university servers should be avoided. Given these requirements, it soon became evident that the use of a combination of technologies was desirable -i.e. a combination of social media, existing online services, cloud platforms and cloud applications, which allow for the required openness but which in addition -due to their terms of operation -are subject to national law principles.
Instagram was chosen as the social media platform to collect and publish the symbols found in public spaces. Anybody who wants to participate in the initiative can do so by: (1) photographing the symbol in situ using an ordinary smartphone, with the geo-tagging function in the camera's apps enabled, and (2) publicly posting the photo in combination with the hashtag '#notmysymbol' and a clearly stated comment of disagreement. This has at least three advantages.
(1) Immediately after a photo is posted, it is visible and available to a broad community. A 'realtime' collection of all posted symbols can be accessed via the Instagram integrated hashtag inquiry. 9 (2) Instagram uses background geotags to add a location to every photo posted. This facilitates the geovisualization of all posts. (3) Instagram itself is a well-known and commonly used social media platform and so can serve as a multiplier for the initiative.
Additionally, it is possible to access specific Instagram posts through various filters (in this case the hashtag #notmysymbol) and to geovisualize them in realtime via the ESRI GeoEvent Processing extension 10 using the geo-tags of the posts. The images can be visualized in an ArcGIS Online webmap and can later be embedded in a specifically designed storymap 11 showing the overall results of the initiative.
Using this approach, it is possible to address and transfer this topic into various post-)secondary educational settings, using the pedagogic foundations described in section 4. Teachers can participate in the initiative, using it in their lessons without the need to prepare the background infrastructure: in line with the three competence domains addressed in the 'Spatial Citizenship' approach (Gryl & Jekel, 2012) , the lesson(s) can focus on the collection of symbols using everyday technology, reflection on the inquiry itself and the emergence of the symbols, and the communication of the traces discovered, including via cartographic visualization (see Figure 4 for an overview). 
Discussion and Conclusion
The design of the initiative #notmysymbol has great potential to foster critical spatial thinking in relation to civic engagement, as we illustrated with the comments from students in section 4. Overall, we think that the design, with its roots in concepts like Spatial Citizenship Education (Gryl & Jekel, 2012) and Activist Citizenship Education (Gordon, Mitchell & Elwood, 2016) , is transferable to topics other than right-wing extremism, without decreasing the potential of the formation of the political subject.
The design of the initiative would have had even more critical and emancipatory potential if it had not focused so strictly on 'prohibited national socialist symbols'. 12 Because they are not prohibited by law, this led to the initiative being blind to slogans such as 'foreigners out!' which are further evidence for extreme right-wing ideology within the paradigm of 'Rightwing Extremism as a Syndrome Phenomenon'. This critique was formulated by participating students themselves. If the project had been more oriented to the features of right-wing extremism generally as shown by Holzer (1994) , the reflexivity process would have been more oriented towards reflexions on one's own political concept of 'right-wing extremism', rather than towards deciding whether a specific expression was forbidden or not. Future implementations will aim to take these considerations into account.
Another challenge was the collection of extreme right-wing symbols and how to 'exhibit' them in such a way as to demonstrate the strongest possible opposition to this ideology. We faced the reasonable argument that we would be duplicating the messages of the symbols through the collection process itself and especially through their 'exhibition' via Instagram. In shaping the '#notmysymbol' hashtag, with its inherent personal opposition ('not my') to the symbols, we thought to address this challenge. Nevertheless, we understand the argument. It is a strange experience to face a collection of swastikas and other symbols of this nature, even if this is a result of an initiative against the ideology. For future projects, we will consider the technical possibilities of disfiguring the collected symbols with watermarks.
The experience we gained through this project suggests that it would be possible to derive further research projects from the initiative. The contribution to the formation of the political subject offered by collaborative mapping could serve as the focus of interest for future initiatives or research plans. One of these research plans could clearly link into the virtual landscapes of right-wing extremism in social media, and their spatialities, as the rightwing scene is increasingly changing its focus from public spaces to semi-public virtual spaces.
